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Abstract: Feature Analysis has become a very critical task in data analysis and visualization.
Graph structures are very flexible in terms of representation and may encode important information
on features but are challenging in regards to layout being adequate for analysis tasks. In this study,
we propose and develop similarity-based graph layouts with the purpose of locating relevant patterns
in sets of features, thus supporting feature analysis and selection. We apply a tree layout in the
first step of the strategy, to accomplish node placement and overview based on feature similarity.
By drawing the remainder of the graph edges on demand, further grouping and relationships among
features are revealed. We evaluate those groups and relationships in terms of their effectiveness in
exploring feature sets for data analysis. Correlation of features with a target categorical attribute
and feature ranking are added to support the task. Multidimensional projections are employed to
plot the dataset based on selected attributes to reveal the effectiveness of the feature set. Our results
have shown that the tree-graph layout framework allows for a number of observations that are
very important in user-centric feature selection, and not easy to observe by any other available tool.
They provide a way of finding relevant and irrelevant features, spurious sets of noisy features, groups
of similar features, and opposite features, all of which are essential tasks in different scenarios of
data analysis. Case studies in application areas centered on documents, images and sound data
demonstrate the ability of the framework to quickly reach a satisfactory compact representation from
a larger feature set.
Keywords: feature analysis; feature selection; multidimensional visualization; similarity trees;
graph layouts
1. Introduction
Many data analysis tasks are performed on datasets where each data item (also referred to as
sample, example or instance) has a set of features (also referred to as variables or attributes) that define
it. When the set of features is large, and this is currently the typical case, exploring and analyzing
the data is harder: more computing resources will be demanded and inaccurate relations among
data will be introduced just by chance, either locally or globally, making it harder to understand.
Exploratory tasks that are often performed during data analysis, like data classification, clustering,
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and the construction of representations to unveil correlations and causal effects among samples and
features, are affected [1].
Two main strategies have been proposed for dimensionality reduction of datasets: feature selection
and feature transformation [2]. Feature selection techniques discard features in the quest for a small
subset of features that preserves relationships among data. Feature transformation (also referred to as
feature extraction) techniques build a new, smaller, feature space from the original features.
Selecting a subset of features that still preserves the correlations in the original space is known to
be a computationally hard (NP-hard) problem under a variety of formulations [3]. This is not a surprise,
as the number of subsets of a set of d features is 2d. The problem gets specially daunting with typical
d in the order of hundreds or thousands for multimedia and textual datasets. From a combinatorial
perspective, the feature selection problem has been approached with a variety of exact and heuristic
techniques, such as branch-and-bound [4], local search [5,6], evolutionary algorithms [7–9] and integer
programming [6].
In addition to this scenario, automatic feature selection or transformation strategies fail to consider
the user expertise [10]. From a data visualization perspective, an attempt to relief the intrinsic hardness
of the problem is the inclusion of an specialist in the process through an interactive tool that provides
a layout of the data and means to interfere or guide the feature selection, typically in cycles.
Graphs are an expressive means to represent a non-euclidean geometry, being often a natural
model for a dataset and for the representation of intricate relations among samples, represented
as vertices, with weighted edges representing similarity (or dissimilarity, or other type of measure)
between samples. Alternatively, features may be represented as vertices connected by weighted
edges representing correlation, mutual information or another measure of their mutual importance or
similarity for data description.
As the underlying representation for a visual map of data, graphs are rapidly overflowed by
edges, (O(n2) for n vertices on a complete graph), and drawing the graph in a visually suitable layout
is computationally hard (for instance, recognizing whether a graph may be realized on the plane
having at most one crossing per edge is an NP-complete [11] problem). Some open problems in graph
aesthetics are related to determining minimum area requirements under assumptions on the maximum
number of edge crossings. While exploring graph drawing alternatives and algorithms is possible,
resorting to the more sparse representation provided by trees is a computationally light alternative that
has various visual favourable characteristics, perhaps the most appealing being putting a backbone of
vertices relationship in evidence [12].
In this article, we propose a visual analysis framework for a graph representation of the attributes
(or feature vectors) in a dataset, with features represented as vertices and feature similarity as edges.
From that graph, that we call graph from features, we generate a tree aiming at reflecting the similarity
structure among attributes. The tree layout serves two purposes: 1—supporting initial interaction
to find relevant features for a given task; and 2—spreading vertices (features) in a similarity based
configuration, decreasing the visual complexity of the layout of the remaining edges. The remaining
edges of the graph are added by the user as the search for more similarities or dissimilarities between
features progresses, putting clusters of features in evidence and thus supporting adding and removing
features to the selection.
The main contributions of this article are therefore:
1. The proposal of a graph layout strategy for feature analysis based on circular node placement
guided by similarity trees, followed by on-demand edge drawing.
2. The proposal of a framework that combines that tree layout with other visual elements anda data
representations to support graph based feature analysis.
3. An open source tool to implement the ideas of this paper, immediately applicable to data sets in
the order of a few thousand points and a few hundred attributes.
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2. Related Work
2.1. Automatic Graph-Based Feature Selection Methods
Some works in the literature use graphs to model and solve the feature selection problem.
The approaches vary largely on how the problem is modeled by a graph and on the algorithmic
solutions. The references in the sequel provide an overview of such strategies.
Sebban and Nock [13] construct a graph having one vertex for each labeled instance connected
by edges weighted by the heterogeneous value diference metric [14], which combines numeric and
categorical attributes. A minimum spanning tree of this graph is used to evaluate local and global
uncertainty measures. A greedy forward feature selection is then performed using the value of a
homogeneity hypothesis test on the uncertainty measures as a threshold. The authors also report
improving the computational performance of their algorithm using a nearest neighbor graph with
similar results.
Hero et al. [15] use a graph to estimate the Shannon entropy of a set of features more efficiently
and less prone to noise in data. Bonev et al. [16] then apply this evaluation technique to select features
based on mutual information using a greedy forward selection algorithm, which starts with a small set
of features and adds one feature at a time.
For a partially labeled dataset, Zhong et al. [17] propose selecting a subset of features using a
supervised algorithm. Then the following procedure is repeated a certain number of times. A complete
graph is built having each sample as a vertex and the weight of each edge is evaluated using the
subset of features selected so far as a parameterized exponential function. Class labels probabilities
are propagated throughout the graph taking edge weights into account in a probabilistic transition
model and a fraction of the best classified vertices are labeled. A new supervised feature selection is
performed and its average confidence is evaluated. At the end of the process, the subset of features
with the largest prediction confidence is selected.
Berretta et al. [18] proposes using a hybrid graph that includes pairs of classified instances and
pairs of features as colored vertices depending on their classes. Edges are added depending on the
state of a feature in the incident vertices. A feature selection problem is then defined in terms of a
minimal subset of vertices subject to color and degree constraints, and then refined to include edge
weights and a limit on the number of features. The authors then solve both integer linear programs in
combination using a commercial solver.
Lastra et al. [19] build a complete graph where vertices represent both discrete features and labels.
Edge weights are calculated as the symmetric uncertainty (a normalized form of multiple information).
Then the attribute vertices whose distance to any label is smaller than or equal to k are selected and a
ranking of features is produced as well.
Zhang and Hancock [20] propose the construction of a complete undirected graph with a vertex
for each feature where edge weight is the mutual information between features. Then they partition
the graph into a set of dominating vertices and a set of non-dominating vertices. This procedure
is applied recursively to the set of non-dominating vertices while it is not empty. From the sets
of dominating vertices, up to k features are selected based on the multidimensional interaction
information. Dominating-set clustering was defined in [21] to capture the notion of a set of vertices
connected by edges with large weights among each other and connected by edges with small weights
to any other vertices. With that formulation, a dominant-set may be found solving a quadratic program.
In a latter work, Zhang and Hancock [22] model the problem as a hyper-graph having features as
vertices and adding hyper-edges for large values of the multidimensional interaction information
measure. Then the most informative features subset is found by solving a non-linear optimization
problem followed by an iterative adjustment of edge weights.
In the work by Mandal and Mukhopadhyay [23], a complete weighted graph is constructed
having features as vertices and edge weights given by the information compression index. Then,
vertices whose mean weight with respect to its neighbors (density) is smaller than the average density
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are removed. The process terminates when the average density ceases to increase, and the remaining
vertices form the set of selected features.
In the work by Zhao et al. [24], the nearest neighbor graph is used to define a (hard) optimization
problem on the feature space and on the graph neighborhoods, which they then solve with a gradient
method that selects a set of features.
On a labeled dataset, Das et al. [25] propose evaluating mutual information between each feature
and its class, and selecting those above a given threshold. Among these features, the highly correlated
ones are connected by edges in a graph. An approximate maximum vertex cover selected through
path traversals then represents the set of selected features.
Roffo et al. [26] construct a weighted complete graph of features having edge weights (for the
supervised case) composed by the Fisher criterion, the normalized mutual information and by the
standard deviation with respect to other classes. A simple path in the graph is a subset of features
and its weight reflects the importance of its features. The authors then evaluate the contribution of
each feature across all the paths in the graph as their length goes to infinity to produce an ordered list
of features.
These strategies aim at an automatic solution for the selection of features, while interactions with
the graph and user exploration are not prioritized. While they can become guidelines to some of the
features in our proposal, they serve a different set of purposes from the ones targeted here.
2.2. Visual Feature Selection
Interactive feature selection emerged as an alternative to automated algorithms where users join
the loop and may contribute with their expertise to the selection task. Users may have insights on
relations among features by inspecting a layout of the feature space that would not be distinctive on
the instance space.
Aiming to visually summarize the results of automatic algorithms for feature selection,
Krause et al. [27] proposed INFUSE (INteractive FeatUre SElection), which helps users to understand
how the features are being ranked or selected by the algorithms. The initial INFUSE interface includes
three views: the first shows features as sliced glyphs to represent the values collected by feature
selection algorithms; the second displays an ordered list of features according to some chosen criterion;
and the third shows quality scores calculated through known classification algorithms.
Some approaches attempt to find correlations beyond their global distributions. Bernard et al. [28]
present an approach intended to expose relationships of features and their bins visually. The adopted
metrics to estimate the bins relationships are Pearson’s X2 test or the mutual information; these
measures also support finding strong correlations between bins in mixed datasets.
May et al. [29] proposed an interactive feature selection tool called SmartStripes that supports the
investigation of dependencies and interdependencies between different subsets of features and items
related to a target feature. Inside SmartStripes, users interact mainly through two views. The feature
partition view allows determining combinations of items’ subsets. The dependency view shows quality
metrics calculated between the selected partitions and the chosen target, encoded as a heat map.
Radial-based visual techniques have also been applied to feature visualization. Wang et al. [30]
employ the cluster and class separation concept from a linear discriminant analysis model to find the
dimensional anchors’ optimal initial arrangement in a star coordinate visualization. The approach
is advantageous in defining weights for features, since users can identify each feature’s contribution
to cluster formation. Sanchez et al. [31] introduce a visual technique called scaled radial axis (SRA),
where a set of axis represents the features. The authors show that SRA generates less cluttered points
compared to previous methods (star coordinates and adapted radial axis). Also, longer axes usually
represent features giving smaller contributions to the projection in SRA, allowing users to perform
backward feature selections.
More recently, Artur and Minghim [32] proposed a dual linked RadViz supporting a correlation
analysis of features combined with data analysis. The authors have shown by case studies that features
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selected using the tool have as good quality as those selected by automatic feature selection algorithms
(being occasionally better).
Other visual attribute analysis approaches also explore dual or multiple views methods to enable
features and instances prospecting simultaneously. Turkay et al. [33] present an approach that allows
the linked interaction of instances and features through a dual-view aspect. The dual view also
provides an interactive interface that adopts the linking and brushing style, where the interactivity of one
view subsequently updates the other in a focus + context manner. Therefore, analysts can recognize the
feature space structure jointly to the related distribution of the data instances. Yuan et al. [34] presented
the Dimension Projection Matrix/Tree which allow the simultaneous exploration of both data items
and features. The Dimension Projection Matrix is a set of scatterplots arranged in rows and columns.
In the Dimension Projection Tree, every node can be either a dimension projection plot or a Dimension
Projection Matrix. Users can perform investigations by drilling down the data, restricting its range and
pruning dimensions to examine different data levels. Rauber et al. [35] proposed a projection-based
visual analytics methodology to provide predictive feedback on classification systems design. Inside
the tool, users can perform feature selection tasks, project items associated with the current selection,
query feature’s relevance related to labels (or groups of items), and map features using a chosen
projection technique.
Other approaches use regression models as a basis for generating feature space interactive
exploration, or, in contrast, handle the visualization of features to support the generation and validation
of regression models. Mühlbacher and Piringer [36] presented a framework for building regression
models with visual support to show the relationships of features related to a selected target feature.
Also, the framework allows investigating the relationships of features by disjoint partitions and pairs,
together with feature ranks to assist the user. Klemm et al. [37] presented the 3D Regression Heat
Map, a regression analysis tool that shows all combinations of two or three independent features
related to a target outcome. The visual interface works as a three-dimensional heat map, showing the
results for subsequent user exploration. Zhang et al. [38] apply logistic regression models to inspect
the predictive power and to analyze potential subgroups of features. The approach defines three
basic steps: feature selection according to univariate analysis indicators, evaluation of relationships of
previously selected variables, and evaluation of regression models according to the selected subgroups.
Dingen et al. [39] proposed the RegressionExplorer, a tool that helps users finding and evaluating
feature subsets and later applying them to regression models. An univariate analysis view presents
single attribute significance indicators, which supports the search for robust feature subsets and the
construction of logistic regression models.
Graphs have been applied to represent objects and their relationships respectively as vertices
and edges. Various works concern the display and interaction with graphs where vertices and edges
have attributes that must be visualized together with the graph topology [40]. Other works represent
features as vertices, and employ the graphs as a model that is explored visually. Wang et al. [41]
built a visual approach based on a graph that tracks the data flow of time-varying multivariate data.
Quantitatively, the model attempts to expose the information transfer between features using the
transfer entropy concept of information transfer theory. The authors employ graphs to show the
influence among all pairs of features in a user-chosen time step. The authors also show the approach’s
effectiveness to visualize information transfer for volumetric and particle datasets. Zhang et al. [42]
construct graphs where edges denote the strength of association between dimensions. Users can
interactively choose vertices (features) to visit, and the framework computes the optimal route (best
order), avoiding unrelated features, and then displays it in a corresponding parallel coordinates
visualization. Biswas et al. [43] proposed a framework that employs graphs to generate clusters
of features. In those graphs each vertex represents a feature, and the edges encode the mutual
information shared by features. The tool allows features inside clusters to be analyzed and selected by
conditional entropy measures, and use parallel coordinates plots and isocontours to display data and
spatial domains.
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To the best of our knowledge, previous literature have employed graphs to represent similarity
between features mostly to support automatic methods for detecting feature relevance. Additionally,
there have been quite a few frameworks to visually support feature analysis, but not with the
properties proposed here. In summary, the combination of feature-based graphs and the visual
exploration of feature sets has not been proposed before in the context of multidimensional data
analysis, and particularly not in combination with tree-based vertex placement.
3. The Graphs from Features Approach
In this work, we propose an interactive visual approach for analyzing and selecting features.
The key idea of the analysis pipeline is that a similarity tree is a powerfull tool to summarize the
information in a complete weighted graph of features, and that the selective introduction of additional
information in graph edges enables the user to select features that reveal interesting patterns on the
data. That similarity tree is both a first tool for feature exploration and an auxiliary method to provide
a meaningful layout for the graph. We explore such graph from features to find features of interest and
to generate a layout of the items in the dataset based on the selected features. That layout, performed
by multidimensional projections, gives evidence for the quality of the features chosen on the graph.
The underlying framework for this proposal is named Graphs from Features (GFF), which is also the
name of the tool that supports it.
Three types of empirical evidence led to the framework in this paper. They are enumerated below.
1. When one builds a similarity graph having all the attributes in a dataset as vertices and the
similarity between vertices represented by weights on the edges, both the minimum spanning
tree and the neighbor joining tree built from that graph have the property of placing the most
similar items in neighboring branches.
2. When one uses the structure of either tree to layout nodes on the screen radially, it is likely to
have, as a consequence of the dissimilarity measure and layout algorithms, similar nodes in the
same screen space, and bridging nodes in the middle, which in turn supports visually finding
groups of similar features when graph edges are added to the layout.
3. When one represents features that way, he or she is capable of finding attributes with similar
relevance as well as with different relevance by, respectively, locating them in the same or in
opposite neighborhoods (by adding edges with low and high values respectively). Both types of
observations are necessary in feature set studies.
All the above characteristics are useful to help understanding the set of attributes in a dataset
and to support the selection of features of interest that reflects aspects of the phenomenon the data
is supposed to represent. The next sections illustrate how the Graphs from Features approach helps
identifying features of relevance and interest when exploring a dataset.
4. Methodology
The pipeline for the interactive analysis of features based on graphs and trees is illustrated in
Figure 1. The input for the pipeline is a tabular dataset X with n rows that represent instances and d
columns that represent features together with a target feature (selected among the d input features),
denoted by t. The pipeline was implemented as the interactive software Graphs From Features (GFF),
whose implementation details are provided in Section 4.6. The steps in the pipeline and layout and
analysis tools of GFF are detailed in the sections below.
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Figure 1. Analysis pipeline of Graphs from Features (GFF). From a dataset X with n data instances
having d features each, (a) a proximity measure between pairs of features is evaluated, and (b) a
complete graph is created where vertices represent features and edges represent dissimilarity between
features. (c) A tree is constructed to summarize the information in the complete graph. (d) Visualization
and interaction tools that combine information from the tree and from the underlying graph may be
used by the user to search for patterns among the features and to select the most discriminating features.
(e) Data instances may be projected based on the features selected by the user during the interaction.
4.1. Feature Relevance
From X a transpose XT is obtained and a relevance value is evaluated between each feature
and the target attribute t, as a means to reflect similarity. The relevance values are mapped to visual
features of the layout constructed downstream in the pipeline. Relevance values may also be used by
the user as a means to select features. Two measures of relevance are currently available in GFF: the
Pearson correlation and Extra Trees Classifier (ETC) [44].
Pearson coefficient is a standard measure of correlation. Taking the absolute value turns Pearson




i=1(ti − t)(yi − y)√
∑ni=1(ti − t)2(yi − y)2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
where t is the target attribute, ti denotes its i-th component, y is any feature of the dataset, and t and y
are the mean for t and y respectively.
Extra Trees Classifier [44] is an ensemble learning algorithm whose forest produces classification
results. In ETC trees, internal nodes represent the features and the leaves determine the result of a
classification. During the construction of the trees, a mathematical criterion (such as the Gini Index) is
used to partition the values of features where the partitioning results are evaluated with relation to
the results of the classification in a training stage. Used for feature selection, the ETC is regarded as
an embedded method where the Gini Index values are used to attribute importance to the features.
The output of the algorithm is a ranking of features with values in the range [0, 1], where 1 means
higher importance and 0 means lower importance.
To obtain the ranking of features, we consider the relevance values of each feature generated by
Pearson or by ETC (user choice), against a categorical attribute or label of the data set. That generates
a ranking of importance of features, presented by a colored bar from low to high rank. In this way,
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the features will form part of the interaction with the user where he or she can select features on the
left bar in the GFF prototype tool (see Figure 2).
4.2. Graph Construction
A complete undirected graph G is constructed having one vertex for each feature and with edge
weights w(i, j) that represent dissimilarity between each pair of features i and j.
Different dissimilarity measures may be used in the analysis. GFF includes Euclidean distance
(Equation (1)), cosine distance (Equation (2)), Manhattan distance (Equation (3)), Chebyshev distance
(Equation (4)) and Pearson correlation (Equation (5)). In the equations, x and y are two feature vectors,





















|xi − yi| (3)
Che(x, y) = max
1≤i≤n
(|xi − yi|) (4)
Per(x, y) = ∑
n
i=1(xi − x)(yi − y)√
∑ni=1(xi − x)2 ∑ni=1(yi − y)2
(5)
Regardless of the dissimilarity measure, edge weights are scaled to the range [0, 1], by evaluating
(dis(x, y)−min /(max−min)), where min and max are the minimum and maximum dissimilarity
values. Cos and Per are turned into a dissimilarity measure by simply subtracting from 1.
4.3. Tree Construction
The next step in the pipeline is the construction of a tree that summarizes the information in G.
Two different types of trees may be constructed by GFF currently: the minimum spanning tree (MST)
and the neighbor-joining (NJ) tree. The MST is constructed using the standard Kruskal algorithm
and is a subgraph of G whose sum of edge weights is minimum. The NJ tree is not a subgraph of
G: it has d − 2 additional vertices and none of its edges are in G. In the NJ tree, the vertices of G
are leaves and every internal node has degree 3. Internal nodes are not vertices of G and represent
hypothetical ancestors that could exist in an evolutionary process that gives rise to the leaves. Such
notion of evolution translates to similarity relations among features in the leaves [12,45]. A NJ tree
may be constructed by the algorithm introduced by Saitou and Nei [46]. The NJ tree offers an initial
positioning of the nodes by similarity as well as a partition of the feature set.
4.4. Visualization and Interaction
Interaction with the dataset starts out on the layout of the tree, as illustrated in Figure 2a. Vertices
are shown as circles whose size and color reflect its relation with the target feature. The tree is initially
displayed in a radial layout. A force-based algorithm may be executed to produce a more compact
organization of the vertices. Features may be selected by name or by their relevance with t.
Other relations among the features in the vertices of the MST or in the leaves of the NJ tree may
be understood by gradually adding edges from G to the tree. Edges may be added as a percentage
of the edges in the graph, sorted by weight, or through an edge histogram. An edge histogram with
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400 bins combined with a color scale enables the selection of graph edges that will be added to the tree
layout, thus providing a finer control on the layout density.
Edge bundling may be applied to the layout to relief the effect of edge density and improve the user
ability of distinguishing clusters of related nodes at different levels of similarity. Alternative layouts
for features, namely sunburst and circle packing, are available to assist the user in the exploration of
feature sets under relevance relations. They help confirm the differences in sizes of nodes, for instance.
(a) (b)
Figure 2. GFF main window and its two panels. The left panel (a) exhibits a minimum spanning tree
for a dataset with 129 features. At the top the display construction parameters may be selected. The bar
at the left enables selecting features by relevance. The slider at the bottom controls the inclusion of
graph edges by increasing weight. Above the slider, the edge histogram allows a finer inclusion of
graph edges by weight. The right buttons control force-directed placement, filtering, node transparency
and visualization of selected features, among other features. The right panel (b) shows a projection of
all data instances by using the selected features, with tool controls to the right.
4.5. Projection
From a set of m features selected by the user, the samples in the dataset may be projected from the
m-dimensional space defined by restricting X to the selected features on 2D, as illustrated in Figure 2b.
Three multidimensional projection techniques are available to use in GFF: t-SNE [47], LSP [48] and
UMAP [49].
As a measure of the quality of a projection, GFF evaluates and reports the silhouette coefficient (S),
which evaluates the cohesion and separation between groups of instances on the projected space [50],









where n is the number of instances and for each instance i, ai is the average distance between all
instances with the same target attribute ti (cohesion), and bi is the minimum average distance between
all other instances in other groups different of ti (separation). S has values in the interval [−1, 1],
with values closer to 1 meaning that the projection is better in terms of cohesion and separability.
4.6. Implementation
The software system (https://ivarvb.github.io/GFF) that implements this approach and was
used in the cases studied in this article was implemented in a client/server architecture. The client
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was implemented in JavaScript, thus enabling its execution on virtually any modern web-browser.
It uses libraries D3.js (https://github.com/d3/d3), Bootstrap (https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap)
and jQuery (https://github.com/jquery/jquery) to support layout display and user interaction tasks.
The most computationally intensive tasks of the pipeline are performed on the server, namely
feature relevance evaluation, graph and tree construction and data projection, and were implemented
in Python, Cython and C. LSP (https://github.com/hhliz/LSP) projection was freshly implemented
in Python from the original code in Java [48]. A Cython interface was coded to allow distance
calculations in C and thus improve processing time. We use a multi-core version of t-SNE
(https://github.com/DmitryUlyanov/Multicore-TSNE) implemented in Python and Cython, and
a Python version of UMAP (https://github.com/lmcinnes/umap). We use the ETC version included
in the scikit-learn (https://github.com/scikit-learn/scikit-learn) library.
5. Results
In this section, we present the application of our approach for graph-based visual feature selection
on a series of tasks on different datasets summarized in Table 1. We show strategies to explore feature
sets and to identify representative features, and we discuss the advantages of using graph and tree
displays in the process.
Table 1. Datasets used in the exploration of feature sets on graphs and trees.
Title Description Data Items Features Data Labels
News snipets of news 381 612 7
Corel 1k images descriptors 1000 150 10
Cantareira soundscape descriptors 1662 238 2
CostaRica soundscape descriptors 3061 187 2
Mnist digits pixels intensity descriptors 10,000 784 10
5.1. Graphs from Features
Graphs and trees generated from feature vectors, such as defined here, can be a powerful support
for feature analysis and selection. While using underlying trees to place the vertices helps to distribute
edges of the graph by similarity, thus avoiding some of the clutter typical of graph layouts, these trees
are also tools themselves to locate similar and contrasting feature vectors of the representation [12].
We first show our results by exemplifying the use of graphs from features with two case studies.
5.1.1. Exploring Features
Our first example is the News corpus (see Table 1), which is a set of documents each containing a
reasonably short description of a news feed. The corpus was pre-processed by standard bag-of-words
vector space modeling. Figure 3 presents the main elements of the visual feature analysis strategy.
In Figure 3a we see the feature graph on the left, displaying 612 features as vertices. In the figure,
the graph shows edges that represent the 3% largest similarity, that is, the connection between the most
similar features. The right window shows the data items themselves, by means of a multidimensional
projection. In Figure 3a we chose the t-SNE projection with cosine similarity between documents.
Individual items are colored by their topic. The projection is generated after the user chooses a set of
features by interacting with the graph on the left.
Figure 3b shows the first selection of features on the left window, represented by a circular
histogram. The larger the bar and the darker its color, the more correlated that attribute is with
the target attribute (in this case, the attribute topic). At the right of Figure 3b is a Least Square
Projection [48]. Both projections in Figure 3 were generated using only the selected attributes. Next we
describe the process of investigating and selecting attributes using this type of graph display.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3. News data. (a) A graph from features (left) connecting the top 3% similarities between
612 features. A t-SNE projection (right) was generated with 101 features selected from the graph.
(b) A circular histogram showing the features selected from the graph (left) and an LSP projection from
the same set of features (right).
5.1.2. Identifying Groups of features
In the process of trying to find a useful set of features to describe a phenomenon, categorical
data can guide understanding of what the data can tell. There are various analysis scenarios in
multidimensional visualization. In many cases there is a target variable or feature, such as a class
or an event that one wishes to predict. Frequently, in exploratory situations, there is more than one
phenomenon represented in the data, which are described by different sets of features. For instance,
in medical records, while the initial intention could be the detection of risk factors for a particular
disease, it is possible that the data collection can lead to understanding other underlying conditions
that are frequent in patients. Another scenario is that of collecting too much information because of the
possibilities yielded by sensors, simulations and algorithms. This leads to redundancy, contradiction,
and varied degrees of relevance among variables. In all of these scenarios one wishes to identify groups
of features that are similar, either to simplify the representation discarding highly similar features or to
identify different events in the same dataset.
Graph representations of features such as the one employed here can lend themselves to locating
such groups of features and using that information to shape the data analysis.
We exemplify this argument by the case of a soundscape ecology, or soundscape for short,
which are recordings taken in a certain landscape (most frequently partly or totally preserved) in order
to understand that environment and its changes via audio. The applications vary largely, from trying
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to distinguish different habitats and diversities to locating warning signs of environmental changes,
such as the decrease in the population of a particular species. From a recording, many features can be
extracted using the original sound wave, an spectrogram or individual sound properties specific to
the environment. For each different application, a distinct subset of those features may be ideal for
representation. The analysis of a soundscape dataset is shown in Figure 4. That figure illustrates various
steps of employing the feature graph and its supporting visualizations in the analysis of recordings
collected from two distinct forest landscapes in Costa Rica. These landscapes, although different,
are contiguous in territory, which makes them share at least part of the same sounds.
In Figure 4a, the minimum spanning tree for the feature graph is presented. Nodes with darker
colors are features with highest relevance, calculated by the Pearson correlation against the target
variable, which is the area (CostaRica1 and CostaRica2). The tree can be interpreted as having four or
five different groups of branches. By adding more edges in progressive order of similarity to the graph
visualization (Figure 4b) one already observes that three groups of nodes remain loosely connected.
These can be interpreted as three groups of features that are highly similar among them. If the task is
identifying different phenomena, one could start the analysis from the partition offered by this graph.
When even more edges are added (Figure 4c) the three groups can still be identified although two
of them are more connected now than in previous edge sets. Naturally all vertices will eventually
be adjacent, since the underlying structure is a complete graph. However, the connection based on
degree of similarity offers insight on the feature groups. Figure 4d,e are force-based drawings of the
graph, showing that evolution. Figure 4d is the force-based drawing of the same graph as Figure 4b
and Figure 4e has additional edges, identifying two remaining groups.
The initial task for this dataset is to distinguish the two areas. For that, we first selected the features
that are mostly correlated with the target variable, avoiding very similar features, that is, features that
are plotted together on the tree, since that is the case for features that are highly similar. The sunburst
tree visualization of Figure 4f supports locating such features in case they are not clearly visible in the
circular tree plot. After choosing the first group of features, we wanted to choose other features that
distinguish themselves from the initial selection, this way capturing additional information that are
not represented by the initial group. For that we employed a set of graphs similar to that in Figure 4g,
where we added edges representing lower similarity between nodes. The histogram at the bottom
of that picture is a histogram of edges in order of similarity value. By choosing edges on the right
(orange and yellow colors) we are adding edges with lower degree of similarity. We have then chosen
additional features that are dissimilar to the initial set of features and added them to the group, again
avoiding too many features that are closely placed on the tree.
The final selection of features is shown in the circular histogram of Figure 4h. From those,
the projection in Figure 4i was generated. It can be seen that, although this was the first pass at locating
features that could distinguish the areas (green and red in the picture), a good degree of separation
is already obtained from the strategy, employing 23 features out of 187. It is worth noting that the
full set of features would not separate those areas as well, mostly because of contradiction of values
regarding to segregation. Other tasks for this dataset, such as examining the effect of features in a
subset and tagging particular events, were also performed using the tool. The results matched closely
a previously developed study on the same data [51], with the advantage of obtaining the same level of
segregation with fewer features in some cases.




Figure 4. Soundscape data from two forest areas in Costa Rica. (a) Initial similarity minimum spanning
tree (MST). (b) Added edges in increasing order of similarity between nodes (features). (c) Further edges
added to (b). Three groups of features can still be observed. (d) Force-based layout identifying three
main groups of features. (e) With further edge addition still two separate groups of features remain.
(f) Same tree from (a) presented as sunburst. (g) Addition of low similarity edges employing the edge
histogram. (h) Preliminary feature selection from (a,f,g). (i) Resulting visualization of soundscapes
after a projection with the selected features.
5.2. Selecting Features of Interest by Relevance
One of the most common tasks in feature selection is to define a small set of features that properly
describes the data. That usually reflects in better segregation of labels when plotting projections of the
data based on selected features, as exemplified above. In the following text we present three cases of
feature selection for practical applications that are being highly benefited by this framework. They are
meant to reflect the effectiveness of GFF for different sources of data and for different numbers of
points and attributes.
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Case 1: Feature selection to find discriminant features for soundscape ecology data.
We have analyzed several datasets from the soundscape ecology application for the purpose
of finding relationship between extracted features and particular environmental descriptions.
The soundscape recordings used in these tests are part of a long term ecological research project
within the Cantareira–Mantiqueira corridor, a cooperation of natural parks in the State of São Paulo,
Brazil. The audio data were recorded within 22 landscapes distributed in the region. The dataset
has more than 40,000 sound files of one minute each. In the current case, a total of 1662 sound
files were used. They were labeled by experts, who tagged 822 recordings for birds and 840 for
insects. In a previous work [52], a method was developed to identify the most discriminant features
for categorizing sound events in soundscapes. The goal for this dataset is to find features that are
capable of distinguishing two categories of sound events (bird and insect) in the soundscape. A set
of 238 features were extracted from the dataset, as Temporal Entropy (Ht), Spectral Entropy (Hs),
Acoustic Entropy (H), Acoustic Complexity Index (ACI), Shannon Index (H’), Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCCs) and some of Gray level co-concurrence matrix (GLCM).
During the exploration of the feature set with the implemented framework, we have interacted
with the structure and layout of the tree and graph and with the relevance bar. The relevance bar
highlights features by correlation between them and the target label (Figure 5a–h). The combination
these tools allowed us to discover some sets of highly discriminating features having 10 (Figure 5a)
and 31 features (Figure 5b), evidencing a good degree of segregation between sounds of birds and
insects. In the figures, larger vertices with a darker color indicate the most discriminating features.
The images in Figure 5i–l show the LSP projections of the instances in the dataset under study for each
selected feature set. We can see that the values of silhouette coefficient S decrease when less relevant
features are added.
An exploratory analysis of the features allows us to gain knowledge of their behaviour in relation
to the task, in this case segregation. The tree and graph layouts of the feature set afford interpretation
of sets of features that may be important to the task at hand.
In Figure 5a–d, a distinguished group of features can be easily located in a clustered branch to the
right of the layout. A closer inspection revealed non-informative and noisy attributes that ended up
plotted together and that were eventually discarded from the dataset, thus reducing features from 238
to 141. A new cycle of analysis started with the graph in Figure 6a to which edges that indicate low
similarity (yellow and orange edges) were added. Edge bundling suggests two distinct regions that
could be used to select or de-select features from. In Figure 6b,c we have de-selected one feature in
each graph layout. Figure 6d illustrates the selection of features through the relevance bar and their
effects on the projection of the data instances as shown in Figure 6e–h. The projections created from
the selected features are displayed in Figure 6i–l.
A different course of action was used in the analysis illustrated in Figure 7. The ranking bar was
used to initially select 45 out of the 141 features in the data after filtering. Then we searched for highly
connected vertices with high similarity. In this process, we de-selected some features manually and
aggregated others, improving the projection (as measured by the silhouette coefficient.) The visual,
finer inspection of feature relations represented by edges allows improving the selection of features
beyond of what is possible using the automatic tools.
When selecting and de-selecting features, sometimes vertices in close visual proximity prevent a
proper interpretation of size and color. The Sunburst visualization of the tree, such as presented in
Figure 7b,f yields an easier interpretation of such ambiguities by showing more clearly the difference
between features with basis on area and color properties of the nodes.
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(a) 10 features (b) 31 features (c) 64 features (d) 238 features
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) S = 0.45657 (j) S = 0.30014 (k) S = 0.28702 (l) S = 0.14804
Figure 5. Soundscape ecology data for bird and insect classes, initially with 238 features. (a–d) Similarity
MSTs displaying an increasingly larger set of features selected by ranked relevance (Pearson correlation),
with high similarity graph edges. (e–h) Circular histograms of the selected features. (i–l) LSP
projections (cosine dissimilarity) of the 1662 data points from the space of selected features on 2D and
silhouette values. In the figure, a graph is related to the projection and to the circular histogram in the
same column.
(a) 12 features (b) 11 features (c) 10 features (d) 10 features
Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Soundscape ecology data of bird and insect classes with 141 features. (a,d) Similarity MSTs
with automatically selected features and graph edges with low similarity. (b,c) MSTs with manually
de-selected features and graph edges with low similarity. (e–h) LSP projection of 1662 data points from
the space of selected features on 2D and silhouette coefficients. (i–l) Circular histogram visualization of
the selected features.
(a) 45 features (b) (c) (d) S =0.28959
(e) 45 features
manually picked
(f) (g) (h) S = 0.33549
Figure 7. Soundscape ecology data with 141 features from bird and insect classes. (a) MST with
additional graph edges highlighting 45 features selected automatically by ranked relevance and
(b) Sunburst visualization of the features. (c) Circular histogram of the selected features. (d) The
LSP projection of the 1662 data points from the space of selected features on 2D and its silhouette
coefficient. (e–h) The same types of layouts for 45 features selected by a combination of calculated rank
and interaction.
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Case 2: Feature selection to find relevant features in and Image collection.
The Corel 1k dataset contains 1000 color images in 10 classes: people, beaches, buildings, buses,
dinosaurs, elephants, flowers, horses, mountains, and foods. For this test case, 150 descriptors
related to color and texture were used. Figure 8 shows the results obtained using our method.
Minimum spanning trees of features are shown in Figure 8a–c, with an increasingly larger set of
features selected automatically via the relevance bar. Figure 8d shows an MST with a set of features
manually selected by interacting with the graph. Figure 8e–h show a radial display of the selected
features. From each selection, a t-SNE projection of the data is shown in Figure 8i–l, together with
their silhouette coefficients. Through interacting and visually exploring this dataset we were able to
improve class separation through the successive, incremental selection of features using the relevance
bar, as indicated by the silhouette coefficient. A manual refinement of the selection, guided by the
inspection of graph edges included in the tree, resulted in an even better separation.
(a) 60 features (b) 100 features (c) 150 features (d) 100 features
manually picked
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) S = 0.33216 (j) S = 0.36934 (k) S = 0.32435 (l) S = 0.37434
Figure 8. Corel 1k dataset with 10 classes. (a–c) Minimum spanning trees with with an increasingly
larger set of features selected by ranked relevance. (d) Minimum spanning tree with manually
selected features, based on the information provided by graph edges and neighborhoods. (e–h) Radial
histograms of the selected features. (i–l) t-SNE projection for the 1000 data instances subject to the
selected features space, and silhouette values.
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Case 3: Feature selection to find features of interest for the MNIST dataset.
The MNIST dataset (http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist) has 10,000 images of handwritten
decimal digits with 28x28 pixels. There are 784 features, as many as there are pixels in the images.
By interacting with the rank of features bar, whose visual results are shown in trees in Figure 9a–d,
we were able to discover a set of features that can generate similar or better discrimination of labels
than the whole set of features. In addition, the topological structure of the graph positioned by
the tree allows us to visualize a cluster with noisy features (seen as a yellow ‘blob’ in Figure 9a,b).
These features can be easily selected out. This case illustrates that, for large datasets, this type of visual
interaction facilitates visual identification of outlying groups of features.
(a) 145 features (b) 440 features (c) 590 features (d) 784 features
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) S = 0.49615 (j) S = 0.50397 (k) S = 0.50585 (l) S = 0.50100
Figure 9. MNIST dataset with 10 classes (digits). (a,b) MST layouts by force-based placement,
highlighting an increasingly larger set of features selected by ranked correlation. (c,d) Graph layouts
with placement by circular tree layout from a minimum spanning tree, highlighting an increasingly
larger set of features selected by ranked correlation. (e–h) Circular histogram of the selected features.
(i–l) UMAP projection of the 10,000 data points generated from the space formed by selected features,
with corresponding silhouette values.
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6. Discussion
Since GFF uses trees and graphs for the analysis of features, the organization of relationships
is structured by edges and vertices that can be dynamically exposed and filtered according to users’
interests. The focus on relationships, in general, can reveal observations not present in non-graph
based approaches.
Let us illustrate how the focus on the relationship can be advantageous over approaches that do
not make this type of analysis. A recent approach, called Attribute-RadViz [32], similarly to the strategy
of GFF, constructs a mapping of features based on correlation estimates between features and data
labels. Thus, the relationships among features are also indirectly exposed since similar features tend to
correlate with the same labels. When comparing the two approaches, we see that Attribute-RadViz is
useful for exploring features that describe the labels as well as in choosing subsets of potentially useful
features to segregate particular labels, for instance, in a classification task. However, information about
the structure of the attribute space is not clear, for instance, information regarding which features are
strongly or weekly correlated, or even which features strongly correlate with the labels but are far from
each other. Making that explicit by edges on a graph or branches on a tree allows direct examination of
additional characteristics of features.
Figure 10 shows the representation of the same dataset (Corel) by the two approaches. While in
Attribute-RadViz relationships are focused on the attribute relationship plus individual labels,
in GFF relationships between features are emphasized and represented by edges; this facilitates
the identification of strong as well as weak or distant relationships. Eventually, users are interested not
in the near or similar features but in the distant or distinctive ones. For example, in situations where an
attribute is chosen and, in an attempt to avoid redundancies, the user wants to choose another strong
correlation (with the labels), but for a completely different feature; this type of investigation is allowed
by the structure of the tree or graph.
(a) (b)
Figure 10. Comparison between GFF (a) and Attribute-RadViz (b) under the same color encoding
(each attribute assumes the color of the strongest correlation per label). While Attribute-RadViz
highlights the relationships between features and data labels, in GFF the final tree displays the
relationship among the features themselves.
Comparing both techniques further, we can also notice other characteristics of the tree-based
layout. In Figure 10a, we recognize that features correlated with the labels “beaches” and “mountains”
are relatively mixed. In contrast, the other labels are somewhat segregated, which may imply that these
labels are strongly correlated. These situations should be preferably recognized by the users to allow
them to make the necessary adjustments to the model. When testing this dataset on a linear SVM with
a training and test partition of 0.3 and then checking the classification details in a confusion matrix,
the highest rate of miss-classification is precisely between the labels “beaches” and “mountains”.
This is also additional evidence, as previously mentioned in the introduction and supported elsewhere,
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that multidimensional projections offer evidence as to potential quality of additional mining and
machine learning algorithms [35]. Naturally, further interaction with the representation can lead to
finding additional features to improve the pictures model.
Other works also apply graphs to expose features relationships for different purposes.
Zhang et al. [42] use graphs to build a perspective of the correlations of features in unsupervised
data. One of its purposes is to find an order of relevant dimensions that can allow the data to be
better visualized in order-sensitive visualizations, such as parallel coordinates or radial techniques like
RadViz. In contrast our work attempts to expose the correlations of features from the perspective of
a target categorical attribute or label, which generally holds essential information about the dataset.
Wang et al. [41] generates a graph to allow visualization of information transfer between features in
time-varying datasets; in their framework, users can observe the estimated amount of information
transfer in a user-chosen time step. Our work does not intend to analyze time-varying data; we create
graphs from the target feature’s perspective since it encodes relevant information about the data.
Similar to our work, Biswas et al. [43] apply graphs where nodes and edges represent features and
relationships, respectively. However, the metrics and objectives are different. In their work, the graph’s
relationships represent mutual information, and the main objective of the graph is to identify clusters
of features for the user to choose features within these subgroups. Our work attempts to visually
expose the predictive power of features in relation to the target as well as in relation to one another;
for this purpose, we use Pearson’s correlation or similarity functions to build the graph’s relationships.
7. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the Graphs from Features (GFF) approach supports feature
analysis and understanding as well as fast user-centered feature selection for targeted tasks such
as segregation. Finding relevant features, similar and opposing features, subsets of representative
features, relationships between different features or groups of features (predicted or unexpected)
and feature clusters are all tasks supported by the approach and corresponding system prototype.
Additional visualizations and visual analysis tools, such as the edge histogram, the circular feature
histogram and the sunburst view of the feature tree all play a central role in adding flexible functionality
and in confirming selections and interpretations.
Node placement started by circular display of tree layouts has the additional advantage of
distributing nodes by similarity, allowing progressive additions of graph edges to support similarity
based visual clustering of features.
Besides supporting the types of tasks illustrated by our cases in this paper, in principle the
approach would be valuable to provide support to the data cleaning step in data science approaches in
general, by allowing to identify features that do not carry relevance in regards to a target category or
that present unusual visual configuration, and can thus be eliminated from the dataset.
The visualization of data items using multidimensional projections to understand the effect of
subsets of selected features is also essential to support user choices and to allow the whole process to
iterate until an adequate group of features is found.
We believe the set of basic features and properties offered by this framework can be used in an
extensive number of applications. The approach has been successfully applied for feature sets and
datasets of different sizes and of different natures (sound, image, text).
As short term future work it is our intent to customize the tool to support partners in application
areas. One of these application partners has already been briefed on the tool and is eager to employ
that for his teams’ analyses. Further functionality is planned to make the approach more usable,
such as the implementation of visual clues for relationships between points and features (such as that
illustrated in Figure 10) and better interaction with the projections to support the analysis of groups
formed there.
The current prototype, used here for the case studies, is fully functional and will be made freely
available, along with some of the data employed in our use cases.
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